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SOCIAL AND HISTORICAL

Believing in order to understand: Hahnemann’s hierarchisation of values

JM Schmidt*

Department of the History of Medicine, University of Munich, Germany

During the last 200 years, the social, scientific, and religious framework in which homeopathy is taught and practiced has changed tremendously. Various different forms of homeopathy have been advocated. To avoid being misled by the prevailing pluralism as a standard of reference for assessing new concepts, Hahnemann’s original ideas and attitude toward medicine, philosophy, and ethics are discussed. Hahnemann’s hierarchisation of values appears to consist primarily in striving for a world view in which he could conceive of himself as a spiritual and moral being, secondly in a yearning for scientific advancement, and thirdly in his need to earn a living. Homeopaths are challenged to match this hierarchisation and be aware that homeopathy comprises dimensions other than just science and economics. Homeopathy (2008) 97, 156–160.
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Introduction

One of the main issues in recent debates about homeopathy is the question of whether it should be considered a science or not. While the critics' view amounts to a denial of homeopathy being part of scientific medicine, its protagonists claim that homeopathy indeed fulfills the criteria of the scientific method, but that its application to the art of healing diseases requires a modification of approach, methodology, or paradigm. Accordingly, in order to demonstrate their compliance and compatibility with scientific standards, some homeopaths have adopted modern tools developed in and for mainstream medicine such as randomized clinical trials, quality assurance, evidence based medicine, etc. It seems that homeopathy today is conceived by its proponents mainly along these lines, as if it were nothing but a branch or specialty of modern scientific medicine.

However, considering that homeopathy evolved before the scientific method broke into clinical medicine on a large scale in the 19th century, it maybe worthwhile to recall its origins, which cannot be grasped with scientific categories alone. If it turns out that homeopathy as conceived by Hahnemann has spiritual and moral as well as rationalistic and empirical roots, this would impact not only on the theory, practice, and status of homeopathy, but also on homeopaths’ identity, the way they see themselves – in contrast to colleagues of other medical fields. Eventually, a deeper and broader understanding of what homeopathy is may even inspire efforts to remodel medicine at large in a more holistic, non-reductionistic way.

If homeopathy is more than an applied natural science with the object of medical treatment of diseases, how can we become aware of its other layers and dimensions? A short historical retrospect may convey a first impression of the changing and controversial interpretations of what homeopathy stands for.

Homeopathy in changing times

The notion “homeopathic”, meaning “similar suffering”, emerged for the first time in 1807, when Samuel Hahnemann coined the term to define the new method of rational therapeutics which he had recently suggested to his medical colleagues. Thus, homeopathy became an entity on its own, distinguished from any other concept of medicine and defined by characteristic basic principles. The “new school” of medicine spread around the globe, under very different regional and cultural conditions. From the beginning, however, there were issues of principle which were never fully resolved. Since the first major dispute between Hahnemann and some homeopaths, including...
Moritz Mueller, Traugott Kretzschmar and others about the limits of the principle of similars in the 1830s, there has been no clear and lasting consensus within the homeopathic community as to what homeopathy really is.

Despite a general agreement on Hahnemann's "Organon of Medicine" as the ultimate reference, there is great diversity of interpretation by modern homeopaths. Since the days of Hahnemann the face of homeopathy has changed from generation to generation. Given increasingly rapid succession of new approaches in recent decades, the latest state of the discussion about what should be considered homeopathy cannot be checked in traditional textbooks but in recently published articles or on the Internet.

From a historical perspective, any change of approach or paradigm within homeopathy occurs in close interaction with concurrent changes of social, scientific, and religious conditions. For example, in a postmodern, pluralistic civilization of the 21st century, it seems perfectly plausible to utilize concepts of quantum physics or chaos theory as models for an explanation of homeopathy, to apply computer repertorization and video supervision as tools for practice and education, and to resort to psychoanalytic concepts to understand the course of disease.

However, what any generation identifies as the essence of homeopathy tells us more about the mentality and values of the respective era or location than about what Hahnemann had in mind when he proclaimed homeopathy as a rational and charitable therapeutics. In order not to lose contact with its proper original roots, it maybe worthwhile to recall what Hahnemann really wanted.

Hahnemann's world

There is no problem in localizing Hahnemann's sphere of activity. He worked in some 25 towns and cities in modern Germany, Austria, Romania, and France. From the time in which he lived, however, we are separated not only by two centuries on a linear time-axis, usually imagined as a line of economic, social, scientific, and technological progress, but rather by different "worlds". To put oneself into Hahnemann's position one must subtract from our present knowledge all the milestones and achievements of modern medicine and, which is more difficult, go back to the time before the establishment of present so-called Western values.

Contrary to the widespread materialism, atheism, and hedonism of modern Western consumer societies, the leading ideas of Hahnemann's world were oriented to the spiritual and moral vocation of man. For Hahnemann humans were the noblest beings and created to perfect their emotional, practical, and mental capabilities, and, in so doing, honor God. In this he did not strikingly differ from many cultivated contemporaries. Nevertheless, from his biography it is clear that his aspiration for higher things was not just opportunistic lip service but a constant factor, which determined his life and work and to which he adhered faithfully.

This strong interest in a spiritual and moral life apparently took first place in Hahnemann's mind and soul and must have been one of the vital impulses for the founding and development of homeopathy. This innocent-seeming statement gains explosive relevance if one considers under what circumstances today people try to justify homeopathy. In Hahnemann's day it was still possible for an educated man to outline a method of therapeutics (or even the new modern science which was emerging at that time) in a way that it was compatible with a good, moral, and fulfilled life. With such a claim, at the time of the Enlightenment, German idealism, and romanticism, one was in best philosophical company. The typical question of philosophers of nature at that time, such as Schelling, was: How must nature, spirit, matter, the organic and inorganic, etc. be thought (constructed) in order to – on the one hand unravel the relation of these notions and, on the other hand, enable one to conceive of oneself as a moral and spiritual being?

The starting point was clearly the interest of mind and soul in an intelligible and moral world. The goal was a theory of science or, in Hahnemann's case, the founding of a rational system of therapeutics whose framework was defined by these fundamental considerations. Today the proportion seems to be just the other way round. Fundamental today is:

- the definition of modern science which dominates faculties of medicine,
- the entanglement of scientific medicine with the pharmaceutical and other high-tech industries,
- the powerful structures of the medical profession and health insurance,
- government policies aimed at reducing costs and increasing efficiency of health care etc.

Is it possible to live, within such a framework, a fair, moral and fulfilled life and to find a niche in the system where homeopathy can exist? The question today seems to be: What do I have to do, how do I have to practice, what do I have to demonstrate, in order to be recognized or at least tolerated by the existing institutions? In such socio-political circumstances, homeopaths strive to prove the efficacy of homeopathic medicines against placebo in compliance with pharmacological standards, to outline scientifically plausible hypotheses for the efficacy of ultra-molecular dilutions, to document cost reduction with homeopathic treatment, to define the bounds of homeopathy to guard against charges of malpractice, etc.

It seems that the struggle for adaptation to the status quo and the meeting of socio-political demands today has taken the same (high) status in homeopaths' inner hierarchisation of values that educated men formerly gave to the creation of a well-ordered spiritual world. Some examples from the development of homeopathy may illustrate this point.

Hahnemann's doctrine

Today it seems clear that incurable diseases exist. Any person who has such a disease, has bad luck and no chance. Hope for healing is obviously useless, stupid, and naive. Within present day's horizon this view appears obvious, evidence based, and verified in practice.

Hahnemann, however, was still able to argue theologically – that incurable diseases cannot exist! To maintain
such an infidel statement, he said, would be blasphemy! With the same certainty, he argued, that there is a wise and kind God there must also be a remedy for each disease! It is for the doctor to find it in each case. So strong was Hahnemann’s interest in a world in which he could realize himself as a moral and intelligent physician that he – as he put it – “rather would forswear all medical systems than allow this blasphemy to happen”.7

Hahnemann’s semiatic approach to drug provings and case taking is based on the same argument. A modern scientifically educated physician may agree that after the application of a substance in a drug proving on a healthy person certain symptoms occur, and that a given patient has similar symptoms. However, it would be difficult for him to explain why this similarity ought to be the reason that the substance heals the patient. Homeopaths try to identify causal mechanisms or refer to empirical clinical studies which, however, usually do not satisfy the critics. Ultimately, also homeopaths are discontented with such proof. They apply something practically which they are unable to explain theoretically, to themselves or others.

Hahnemann, however, had other inner preferences. Higher than his drive to seek explanations of his experiences was his impetus to found a therapeutics in which it was possible to heal with certainty. For him, this was the precondition of medical practice as a moral and spiritual being. Otherwise, he would rather have persevered with forensic medicine, chemistry or writing, as he did for many years before he founded homeopathy.

At this critical point Hahnemann argued theologically: First, from God’s love and reason it follows that a reliable therapeutics must exist. And second, since often neither causes of diseases nor active agents of drugs are discernible, this knowledge cannot be necessary to cure diseases. From these premises it ensues that it must be possible to cure patients exclusively by means of the perceptible: the symptoms of patients and of healthy provers. Hence, diseases have to reveal themselves to those who can see in the symptoms of the disease, while the therapeutic power of substances reveal themselves in the symptoms of the proving.

According to this logic, the principle of similars indeed appears to be the only possible rational and reliable principle of healing. Hahnemann’s main concern was thus fulfilled, any further details were minor problems. This does not mean that Hahnemann’s homeopathy was nothing but a despairing construction of a quaint aesthete, nor that today’s scientific medicine grasps true reality. Both approaches, the homeopathic and the scientific, are projects of honorable physicians, motivated mostly by noble intentions. Neither is absolutely wrong, nor absolutely right. Neither the one nor the other is favored and practised by good or bad people only. The difference rather lies in a small distinction which has large consequences. It is the hierarchisation of the motives which lead to the constitution of a specific healing system.

Philosophical perspectives

At this point it becomes clear that comprehending homeopathy does not only imply medical and historical, but also philosophical perspectives. At the philosophical level one can explore which model of life (or model of therapeutics) makes what sense and costs what price; or which attitudes and aims are more or less suitable to a good life. Neither the nature of man nor the meaning of life is neutral, independent qualities outside the observer. Since we can never face ourselves objectively but rather are always amidst it, in our own life, we have the freedom to change, by small self-enacted shifts, our whole life. We all know the gigantic effects on our life of ideologies or rethinking processes such as logical positivism, capitalism, socialism, emancipation, ecology, etc.

In the realm of philosophy, however, opinions are divided. Yet, despite the dependence on time and site of spiritual movements, in all epochs two main philosophical positions can be identified: the materialistic and the idealistic. Accordingly, Plato spoke of the “gigantomachía peri tes oustas” (the huge fight about being/essence) among those who wish to explain everything bottom-up or top-down, respectively.8 As Fichte said: “What philosophy one chooses depends on what kind of human one is” – referring to the basic distinction between dogmatism and idealism.9 Hence, it is as important to bear in mind Hahnemann’s internal dimension, as the external conditions under which he lived and struggled.

Since a philosopher can be understood only when one understands his basic question, the key to a deep understanding of Hahnemann’s homeopathy could be his over-riding concern which can be reconstructed approximately as: How is a therapeutics possible which on the one hand permits real cures and on the other hand enables the doctor to conceive of himself as a moral and spiritual being? Modern science-oriented medicine, however, comes from an almost diametrically opposite tradition. Since the 17th century, the predominating question of science and industry is: How can nature be commanded and dominated most certainly and effectively? Since the time of Francis Bacon, scientists and engineers have tried to wrest from nature its secrets with screws and clamps. The results gained, however, tell more about the questioner than about the questioned.

Hahnemann stood at an intersection of conflicting trends. On the one hand, he advocated – especially in his early days – a kind of scientific positivism which made him hope to elevate therapeutics from its status as a “conjectural art” to the rank of a reliable science. On the other hand, in his religious creed still lingered the traditional humility with regard to the possibility of human knowledge: “Credo, ut intelligam” (I believe in order to understand, Anselm of Canterbury, 1033–1109).10 Hahnemann frankly admitted for instance that he “did not understand” the surprisingly long-lasting effects of high potencies (30c).11 Although, whenever possible, he “dared to know” (aude sapere), the avowal of ignorance in this case was not the worst case for him. Much worse would have been the impossibility in principle of a therapeutics in which he could practice successfully and at the same time be a moral and spiritual being.

Hahnemann’s view of man

Since homeopathy for Hahnemann implied philosophical dimensions, detached from the spiritual and mental
Discussion

Starting from the question “Is homeopathy a science?”, this investigation of the roots of Hahnemann’s homeopathy has arrived at perennial issues of philosophy, anthropology, and ethics. At first sight, this may come as a surprise. But if homeopathy were really well defined and had a firm place in the systematics of science or history of medicine, it would probably have been labeled, put into a drawer, and been long since forgotten. One single “crucial experiment” would have sufficed to either discard it for good or to accept and integrate it into mainstream medicine.

But since homeopathy ramifies through many disciplines and many dimensions of human life, it remains a challenge to reflect on the connection of these seemingly disparate spheres. By compelling oneself to go back beyond the last two centuries of our history of medicine and science, engagement with homeopathy thus offers a rare chance to become acquainted with the, in some respects totally different, world of a prominent physician of those days, from within.

If we succeed in transforming its essence and characteristics back into our times, it might broaden our horizon, increase our options, and open up new potential for shaping homeopathy in the future.

If we acknowledge, for instance, that designing a therapeutics in which one can feel at ease spiritually and mentally is as legitimate as curing diseases, we would probably assess the dogmas set up by Hahnemann in a milder light. It has been suggested that all the parts of the homeopathic framework where Hahnemann argued theologically strike the modern reader as dogmatic. Besides the principle of similars this applies to the semiotics of disease symptoms and proving symptoms or to his strict ban of allopathic supplementary therapies and other issues. The condemnation by Hahnemann of the Leipzig “bastard homeopaths” due to their “unhomeopathic crimes” displayed the religious zeal of an indignant soul defending inviolable principles.13

But other cornerstones of the homeopathic doctrine were established under less dramatic conditions, rather out of strategic consideration, and Hahnemann could be flexible and pragmatic, for instance in his directions regarding single remedies (instead of double remedies) or his interpretation of the treatment of cholera with Camphor as homeopathic instead of antiseptic.

Considering Hahnemann’s original interests not only facilitates a better understanding of his uncompromising rigidity on some matters but also of his continuous changes concerning posology. Since questions about doses and potencies, from his point of view, were problems to be solved empirically and had no consequences of principle to his doctrine, there was little he would not modify to discover the optimum, including the ratio of dilution, number of strokes, interval between prescriptions, degree of potencies, ascending or descending scales, etc.

This can, in addition, help us to elaborate a new criterion for the assessment of who is a genuine homeopath in the Hahnemannian sense. When in a doctor’s inner hierarchisation the urge to outline, sustain, and defend a view of life
which allows the physician to conceive himself as a spiritual and moral being takes the first place, he might be considered as belonging to the inner circle of true Hahnemannians. Of course, today many scientific considerations have to be taken into account other than those known to Hahnemann.

Hahnemann’s yearning for scientific insights was strong, but in his inner hierarchisation it may have ranked in second place. Even the necessity of supporting himself and his large family, certainly a powerful motive for his untiring activity, followed in a third place at best. The hierarchisation here suggested of the main driving forces of Hahnemann may furthermore allow a somewhat unorthodox and unexpected assessment of the advocates of modern schools of homeopathy. The crucial question would be: Do they really match with Hahnemann’s inner hierarchisation or are his second and third priorities their first?

In debate with mainstream medicine it should be remembered that for Hahnemann science was not everything. When faith or credulity in science starts to blind people to other important dimensions of life (e.g. spirituality and morality) and seduces them to the arrogant delusion of being masters and owners of the universe, Hahnemann would object. He sensed the dialectics between scientific cognition and anthropological views. The bigger and more impudent we estimate the capacities of science to know and command nature, the smaller and more one-dimensional the human looks, and the less important and meaningful becomes his individual life. Accordingly, for Hahnemann an attitude of awe and self-discipline intensified quality of life rather than impairing it. Today, however, scientists try to measure and optimize it by means of biometrical analysis and technical intervention, instead of looking for where it was lost in the first place.

Obviously, it is convenient to have computer repertories, video data banks, meta-analyses of clinical trials, competition for excellence, and theories inspired by quantum mechanics or psychotherapy, etc. It signifies scientific progress and economic rationalization. For Hahnemannians, however, the question remains: What kind of world do we create when we continue to follow this path uncritically? Do we really want to conceive ourselves, for instance, as a concentric cone whose plane of vibration is shifted by contact with a pellet of saccharose? Or as a conglomerate of delusions from which we will never be liberated entirely and behind which lurks nothingness?

It seems that homeopaths of Western industrialized countries may in fact, and contrary to modernistic mainstream doctors, consider themselves fortunate in having preserved Hahnemann as a perennial reference point, lighthouse, or even paradigm of a well-balanced attitude toward the basic questions of life. To be sure, Hahnemann appreciated and applied science and economics in his life and practice. But as he saw it, they had a subordinate status rather than being everything.
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Erratum to “Believing in order to understand: Hahnemann’s hierarchisation of values” [Homeopathy 97(2008) 156–160]

JM Schmidt*

Department of the History of Medicine, University of Munich, Germany

It is with regret that on p. 157 the text that appears:

The typical question of philosophers of nature at that time, such as Schelling, was: How must nature, spirit, matter, the organic and inorganic, etc. be thought (constructed) in order to – on the one hand unravel the relation of these notions and, on the other hand, enable none to conceive of oneself as a moral and spiritual being?

Should have read:

The typical question of philosophers of nature at that time, such as Schelling, was: How must nature, spirit, matter, the organic and inorganic, etc. be thought (constructed) in order to – on the one hand unravel the relation of these notions and, on the other hand, enable one to conceive of oneself as a moral and spiritual being?

Replacing the “none” with “one”.

*Correspondence: Dr JM Schmidt, Institut für Geschichte der Medizin, Ludwig-Maximilians Universität München, Lessingstr. 2, 80336 München, Germany.
E-mail: j.m.schmidt@lrz.uni-muenchen.de